TYPE+CODE IV workshop
What is Processing?
Processing is a digital tool, an on-line community, a teaching environment, and a powerful medium of visual expression. Created by Ben Fry
and Casey Reas, graduates of MIT’s Media Lab, Processing is the language behind a body of visual projects produced by artists and designers around the world. This open- source application can be downloaded for free at http://www.processing.org, a Web site where a global
network of users meets to shape the life of the program and share the results of their work.
With its direct syntax and elegant interface, Processing enables users who have minimal programming experience to create simple, rulebased animations and interactive or self-evolving works. Whereas most commercial animation programs (such as Flash) employ a familiar
palette of drawing tools (brush, pen, paint bucket) and a graphic timeline for organizing elements sequentially, drawing in Processing is entirely code-based—requiring the designer to write instructions for generating a mark on the screen and defining its behavior. The apparent
simplicity of Processing is no stopping point, however, as the application supports ambitious interactive pieces and intricate self-generating
compositions. Professional designers are using the program as part of their research and production process, from the architects Morphosis in Santa Monica, California, to the interactive media designers Art+Com in Berlin, Germany. Working with scientists, Fry is using Processing
to visualize the human genome at the Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard. As artists, both Fry and Reas use Processing to create complex
automated drawings. Reas’s project Articulate generates a field of elements that spontaneously interact, resembling a cloud of spores or a
bed of lichen—shrinking, growing, merging, clustering, disintegrating. Fry’s Disarticulate takes written code from Reas’s piece and traces its
repetitive routines with dense furls of machine-drawn lines. These two works reflect a new role for the designer: to define a point of origin
and a set of conditions, and then step back to watch life take over.
Written by Ellen Lupton, Design Life Now: National Design Triennial, Smithsonian Cooper-Hewitt, National Design Museum, P.166, 2006,

TYPE+CODE
Students have become accustomed to solving design problems through complex commercial software packages that will evolve rapidly and
possibly disappear in the near future. How can we provide students with the confidence and broad structural understanding they will need
to educate themselves as their field changes? Former MIT Media Lab collaborators Casey Reas and Benjamin Fry pioneered the open-source
project Processing in 2001. Designed to encourage learning code through easy and frequent visual feedback, Processing is a simple but
deceptively powerful programming language that can generate startling visual effects. Through the application of basic mathematical
concepts (including random processes and rule- based systems), unexpected expressions that might take days to create by hand can be
generated in seconds. Virtually any type of data set -- from sound and other “captured” activity to RFID tags and blogs -- can be used to
generate work that is not bound to the computer screen or to print. Processing users are finding new ways to use this flexibility every day,
sending their interpreted data to objects as varied as drawing machines, architectural facades, and cell phones. Learning to work with code
can be as fundamental to the designer’s education as learning to bind a book or print with letterpress, particularly for those who wish to
work with non-traditional media. By learning to perform basic operations directly in a programming language, students are exposed to the
core structures that underlie the high-level tools used in the profession, while also expanding their abilities and experience in new media.
Yeohyun Ahn is developing a set of on-line resources and teaching tools created especially for designers and design students with limited
prior knowledge of computer languages. They are building tutorials around basic design operations such as repeat, rotate, move, invert, cut,
and random as well as graphic design functions such as transparency, layer, color, hierarchy, figure/ground.
Presented by Yeohyun Ahn and Gregory May at School of ThoughtIII in 2007 at Art center College of Design, Pasadena, CA.

Recommend Websites
http://www.processing.org
http://www.typeandcode.com
http://www.reas.com
http://www.benfry.com/
http://www.evolutionzone.com/
http://www.abstract-codex.net/works.html
http://incubator.quasimondo.com/
http://typotopo.com/about.php?show=links
http://www.typeandcode.com
http://www.benfry.com/

Recommended for Teachers
http://www.shiffman.net/teaching/the-nature-of-code/

Recommended Papers
Computational Models for Expressive Dimensional Typography, Peter Cho
Computational Information Design, Ben Fry

How to Start with Processing?
Download: https://www.processing.org/download
Reference: http://www.processing.org/reference/

Processing Libraries
Extending Processing beyond graphics and images, libraries enable to communicate with other devices such as audio and video. For instance,
real time sound input, motion tracking with web camera, etc.
http://www.processing.org/reference/libraries/

How to draw line, circle, rectangle and curve?
Before we start, I would like to talk about a code structure in Processing. There are many ways that you can organize your future codes. For
me, I will use the followings in Processing:
void setup()
{
}
void draw()
{
}

What is setup()?
setup() is used to define your initial environment such as screen size and background color. You should have only one setup() in your code.
Reference: http://www.processing.org/reference/setup_.html
What is draw()?
draw() is used to after setup(). You can include any drawing function such as line();, rect();, ellipse();, curve();,bezier();, etc.
Reference: http://www.processing.org/reference/draw_.html

How to draw line?
Reference: http://www.processing.org/reference/line_.html
void setup()
{
size(500,500);
}
void draw()
{
line(30, 20, 85, 75);
}

How to draw rectangle:
Reference: http://www.processing.org/reference/rect_.html
void setup()
{
size(500,500);
}
void draw()
{
rect(30, 20, 55, 55);
}

How to draw circle:
Reference: http://www.processing.org/reference/ellipse_.html // Exercise 3
void setup()
{
size(500,500);
}
void draw()
{
ellipse(56, 46, 55, 55);
}
If you would want to apply any specific stroke weight on your circle, you can use strokeWeight();
Reference: http://www.processing.org/reference/strokeWeight_.html
void setup()
{
size(500,500);
}
void draw()
{
strokeWeight(5);
ellipse(56, 46, 55, 55);
}

If you would want to apply any specific stroke weight on your circle, you can use strokeWeight();
Reference: http://www.processing.org/reference/strokeWeight_.html
void setup()
{
size(500,500);
}
void draw()
{
strokeWeight(5);
ellipse(56, 46, 55, 55);
}
If you would want to add a specific stroke color in your stroke, you can use stroke();
Reference:http://www.processing.org/reference/stroke_.html
void setup()
{
size(500,500);
}
void draw()
{
strokeWeight(10);
stroke(255,0,0);
ellipse(56, 46, 55, 55);
}
If you would want to create a circle with the following options,
- white background
- black color
- stroke color(red)
- stroke weight(5 pixel)
void setup()
{
size(500,500);
background(255,255,255);
}
void draw()
{
strokeWeight(5);
stroke(255,0,0);
fill(0,0,0);
ellipse(56, 46, 55, 55);
}

If you would want to create numerous circles by using your mouse interactivity, you can use mouseX and mouseY.
mouseX:http://www.processing.org/reference/mouseX.html
mouseY:http://www.processing.org/reference/mouseY.html

void setup()
{
size(500,500);
background(255,255,255); }
void draw()
{
strokeWeight(1);
stroke(255,0,0);
noFill();
ellipse(mouseX, mouseY, 100, 100);
}

What is bezier()?
It enables to draw a bezier curve on your screen. It is defined by a series of anchor and control point. If you know Adobe Illustrator’s Pen
Tool, you could definitely understand it.
Reference: http://www.processing.org/reference/bezier_.html
Here is some samples by using beizer() and for() statement.

void setup()
{
size(100,100);
background(255,255,255);
}
void draw()
{
bezier(85, 20, 10, 10, 90, 90, 15, 80);
}

void setup()
{
size(100,100);
background(255);
noLoop();
}
void draw(){
stroke(0,0,0);
strokeWeight(1);
bezier(85,20,10,10,90,90,15,80);
}
Next is we will include for() statement in this current code:

What is for() statement?
http://www.processing.org/reference/for.html
I added a for() statement with the current code like the following:
void setup()
{
size(100,100);
background(255,255,255);
noLoop();
}
void draw()
{
noFill();
strokeWeight(1);
stroke(0,0,0);
smooth();
for(int i=0; i<90; i=i+10)
{
bezier(85, 20, 10, 10, i, 90, 15, 80);
}
}

void setup()
{
size(100,100);
background(255,255,255);
noLoop();

Output

Output
}
void draw()
{
noFill();
strokeWeight(1);
stroke(0,0,0);
smooth();
for(int i=0; i<90; i=i+10){
bezier(85, i, 10, 10, i, 90, 15, 80);
}
}

void setup()
{
size(100,100);
background(255,255,255);
noLoop();
}
void draw()
{
noFill();
strokeWeight(1);
stroke(0,0,0);
smooth();
for(int i=0;i<90;i=i+4){
bezier(i, 20, i, 10, 90, 90, 15,80);
}
}
void setup()
{
size(100,100);
background(255,255,255);
noLoop();
}
void draw()
{
noFill();
strokeWeight(0.3);
stroke(0,0,0);
smooth();
for(int i=0; i<90; i=i+5)
{

bezier(90, 20, 10, 10, 90, 90, i, 80);
}
}
void setup()
{
size(100,100);
background(255,255,255);
noLoop();
}
void draw()
{
noFill();
strokeWeight(0.3);
stroke(0,0,0);
smooth();
for(int i=0; i<90; i=i+5)
{
bezier(90, 20, 10, 10, 90, i, 5, 80);
}
}
We as designers or design and art majors, we would need to convert it to a PDF document. How to save as PDF?
import processing.pdf.*;
void setup()
{
size(100,100);
beginRecord(PDF, “beizer.pdf”);
background(255,255,255);
noLoop();
}
void draw()
{
noFill();
strokeWeight(0.3);
stroke(0,0,0);
smooth();
for(int i=0; i<90; i=i+5)
{
bezier(90, 20, 10, 10, 90, i, 5, 80);
}
endRecord();
}

What is beizerVertex()?

void setup(){
size(100,100);
background(255,255,255);
noLoop();
}
void draw(){
fill(0,0,0);
noStroke();
beginShape();
vertex(30, 20);
bezierVertex(80, 0, 80, 75, 30, 75);
bezierVertex(50, 80, 60, 25, 30, 20);
endShape();
}
Here is the output:

example:
beginShape();
vertex(30, 20);
bezierVertex(80, 0, 80, 75, 30, 75);
bezierVertex(50, 80, 60, 25, 30, 20);
endShape();

What is bezierVertex();?
bezierVertex(); defines the position of two control points and one anchor point of a Bezier curve, adding a new segment to a line or shape. The first time bezierVertex() is used within a beginShape() call, it must be prefaced with a call
to vertex() to set the first anchor point. This function must be used between beginShape() and endShape() and only
when there is no MODE parameter specified to beginShape().
Reference: http://www.processing.org/reference/bezierVertex_.html
Syntax: bezierVertex(cx1, cy1, cx2, cy2, x, y)
Parameters:
cx1: x-coordinate of 1st control point
cy1 : y-coordinate of 1st control point
cx2 : x-coordinate of 2nd control point
cy2 : y-coordinate of 2nd control point
x : x-coordinate of anchor point
y : y-coordinate of anchor point

What is vertex()?
vertex() is used to specify the vertex coordinates for points, lines, triangles, quads, and polygons and is used exclusively within the beginShape() and endShape() function.
Reference: http://www.processing.org/reference/vertex_.html

Syntax: vertex(x,y);
x x-coordinate of the vertex
y y-coordinate of the vertex

translate();
http://www.processing.org/reference/translate_.html

//Example 1 of translate();
void setup()
{
size(600,600);
noLoop();
}
void draw()
{
strokeWeight(3);
ellipse(300,300, 200, 200);
}
//Example 2 of translate();
void setup()
{
size(600,600);
noLoop();
}
void draw()
{
strokeWeight(3);
smooth();
translate(100,100);
ellipse(300,300, 200, 200);
}

rotate();
http://www.processing.org/reference/rotate_.html

//Example
void setup

//Example 1 of rotate();
void setup()
{
size(600,600);
noLoop();
}
void draw()
{
strokeWeight(5);
smooth();
translate(300, 300);
line(0,0, 300, 300);
}

//Example 2 of rotate();
void setup()
{
size(600,600);
noLoop();
}
void draw()
{
strokeWeight(5);
smooth();
translate(300, 300);
rotate(PI/2);
line(0,0, 300, 300);
}

REFERENCE

In-class Exercise: Experimental Drawings by Using BeizerVertex().
1. Your screen size should be 600 pixel by 600 pixel.
2. Create experimental drawings by using vertex();, and beizerVertex();
3. Use any function such as for() statement, random();, stroke();, strokeWeight();, fill();, etc.
4. You can collaborate with any geometric shape such as ellipse();

// Sample Output by Yeohyun Ahn
void setup(){
size(600,600);
background(35);
noLoop();
}
void draw(){
translate(200,200);
noStroke();
for(int i=0;i<600;i=i+10)
{
stroke(random(255),random(200),100);
strokeWeight(random(10));
noFill();
beginShape();
vertex(10,random(200));
bezierVertex(random(i), 0, i, random(i), 50, random(i));
bezierVertex(50, random(i), i, 25, random(i), 20);
endShape();
rotate(360/PI*i);
}
endRecord();
}

GEOMERATIVE LIBRARY

DOWNLOAD: http://www.ricardmarxer.com/geomerative/
Here is the sampe code to embed your ILLUSTRATION into a typeface. THE CODE IS ORIGINALLY FROM Tutorial_07_HelloWorld_getPoints.pde.

import geomerative.*;
// Declare the objects we are going to use, so that they are accesible from setup() and from draw()
RFont f;
RShape grp;
RPoint[] points;
void setup() {
// Initilaize the sketch
size(800, 800);
frameRate(24);
// Choice of colors
background(255);
fill(255, 102, 0);
stroke(0);
// VERY IMPORTANT: Allways initialize the library in the setup
RG.init(this);
// Load the font file we want to use (the file must be in the data folder in the sketch floder), with the size 60 and the alignment CENTER
grp = RG.getText(“F”, “times.ttf”, 700, CENTER);
// Enable smoothing
smooth();
}
void draw() {
// Clean frame
background(255);
// Set the origin to draw in the middle of the sketch
translate(width/2, 3*height/4+50);
// Draw the group of shapes
noFill();
stroke(0, 0, 200, 150);
RG.setPolygonizer(RG.ADAPTATIVE);
// grp.draw();
// Get the points on the curve’s shape
//RG.setPolygonizer(RG.UNIFORMSTEP);
//RG.setPolygonizerStep(map(float(mouseY), 0.0, float(height), 0.0, 1.0));
RG.setPolygonizer(RG.UNIFORMLENGTH);
//RG.setPolygonizerLength(20);

RG.setPolygonizerLength(map(mouseY, 0, height, 3, 150));
points = grp.getPoints();
strokeWeight(5);
// If there are any points
if (points != null) {
noFill();
stroke(0, 200, 0);
beginShape();
for (int i=0; i<points.length; i++) {
// vertex(points[i].x, points[i].y);
}
endShape();
fill(0);
stroke(0);
for (int i=0; i<points.length; i++) {
// ellipse(points[i].x, points[i].y, 5, 5);
pushMatrix();
translate(points[i].x, points[i].y);
/* you will put your own code here*/
popMatrix();
}
}
}

SAMPLE DOWNLOAD: http://www.yeoahn.com/designandchange/albums/type-code-iv-1/

